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Abstract: The numerous apparently different verses in Qur’an about some subjects, such as guidance and deviation
on the one hand, and those verses implying the divine will and providence and his sovereignty on the creation order
on the other hand, has led to some differences in interpreters’ opinions about verses related to guidance and deviation,
such that Fakhr Razi has considered guidance and deviation as a fatalistic matter by reference to the generality of
divine will and providence, while, Allameh Tabatabaee has considered these verses as indicative and confirmative
of humans’ free will, although he believed in the generality of divine will and providence too. This article is a
comparative research about the related verses interpreted by two mentioned interpreters by reference to Kabir and
Almizan interpretations, in order to clarify the differences and perhaps similarities of their interpretative opinions.
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INTRODUCTION

Different usages of will, providence, guidance and deviation in different forms in many Qur’an verses and
their relations with God on the one hand, and the relationship of humans’ will and providence with God’s
will and providence in some Qur’an verses on the other hand, is one matter which has always attracted
interpreter’s mind.

They have considered whether divine will and providence is the agent of occurring everything such as
human’s guidance, deviation, unbelief and belief in God and its fulfillment is necessary or whether numerous
reasons and tools are connected to the divine will and providence and lead to form different appearances in
each different act, like as human’s acts. Occurrence of numerous verses with different interpretations has
led to some disputes in interpretative opinions. Among them, Fakhr Razi and Allameh Tabatabaee as
representatives of two interpretative schools of Ashari and Imami have presented different interpretations
about Qur’an verses related to guidance and deviation by reference to divine will and providence. In the
following, we present a comparative examination on their interpretation opinions and reasons in order to
clarify their differences and perhaps similarities.

WILL, PROVIDENCE, GUIDANCE AND DEVIATION

The word of will stems from volition with the meaning of “to seek and select” (Johari, 1989). Some consider
it with the meaning of» to want, wish, intention and will« (Dehkhoda, 5-16). In philosophical dictionaries,
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it is mostly referred with the meaning of » to intent, observe, and desire something « (Sajjadi, 1994). The
word providence stems from God will with the meaning of “to incline towards something « (Ibne Manzour,
1992). This word is a co-meaning name used for both God and other than God. Most of speakers consider
providence and will as a same word (Ragheb Esfahani, 2010). The word guidance stems from guide with
the meaning of “to guide by the grace (Ragheb Esfahani, 2010) and the word deviation means deviating in
straight course, it is opposite of “guidance” and is referred to any deviation in straight course (Ragheb
Esfahani, 2010).

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIVINE WILL AND PROVIDENCE AND OCCURRING
EVENTS AND ACTIONS BY THE VIEW OF FAKHR RAZI AND ALLAMEH TABATABAEE

There are some differences between the views of Fakhr Razi and Allameh Tabatabaee about the relationship
of divine will and providence with occurring actions and events in the world: To Fakhr Razi, God is able to
order something, but in the moment of its occurring, to will another opposite thing, that is, God’s providence
can be opposite of this will. In interpretation of (Q16: 36):

He says that: this verse indicates that God has ordered to belief in all nations and prevented from
disbelief, but in the following He says that

It means that He has guided some people towards belief and truth and some other towards disbelief and
deviation: so, this shows that God’s decree isn’t similar with His will and He sometimes orders to something,
but doesn’t will and want it, and He sometimes prevents from something, but His will is doing that (Fakhr
Razi: 1991).

Allameh Tabatabaee believes that God’s formative will isn’t never violated, nothing can stop his
fulfillment and simply his will is similar with creation and some verses indicate this matter, such as (Q36:
82):

 And (Q16: 40):

To him, those verses to which Fakhr Razi referred, particularly (Q18: 23-24):

 Whether by addressing Prophet Mohammad or other, refers to an act which human considers it for him
and predicts its occurrence in the near future. Qur’an teaches us that whatever has existence is owned by
God in essence, in action and in effect, and no one owns anything. He called this matter as “divine permission
and referred to some verses such as (Q64: 11):

 And (Q7: 58):
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 And (Q3: 145):

 To him, these verses show God’s certain providence and eternity and the generality of action monotheism.
Qur’an verses prevent humans from attributing the actions to only own themselves, although there isn’t
any problem in this attribution and God Himself attributes some actions to our prophet and other people,
such as (Q10: 41):

And (Q42: 15):

(Tabatabaee, 1995). Unlike Fakhr Razi, referring to God’s purpose in actions and belief in logical
goodness and badness, Allameh Tabatabaee says that: cause-effect system will be removed and replaced by
idle will if divine providence doesn’t run based on such law and rule; then reasoning, wisdom, goals and
purposes become idle, thus the creation system becomes ruined by ruination of this system, because the
legislation system finally ends to creation system (Tabatabaee, 1995).

Fakhr Razi and Allameh Tabatabaee’s reasons and opinions about Qur’an verses related to divine
will and providence, and guidance, deviation, and belief and unbelief

As other Asharis, Fakhr Razi believes that humans don’t have the power of doing or stopping something
unless God’s will and providences was previously allotted to this (Fakhr Razi, 1992). Based on his theoretical
and discourse principle in Qur’an interpretation, such as the manner of establishing the divine attributes
and denying God’s purpose in actions and unbelieving in logic goodness and badness and also based on his
interpretative method, such as considering verses’ forms and neglecting the style of before and next verses,
Fakhr Razi considers the verses related to Good’s will and providences as indicative of fatalism and negative
of free will. He believes that guidance and deviation are occurred by divine will and providence and humans
don’t have any role in their own guidance and deviation (Fakhr Razi, 1989).

But, based on Qur’an verses and Imam’s traditions and by believing in God’s purpose in action and
logic goodness and badness and considering the verses’ style and Qur’an to Qur’an interpretative method,
Allameh Tabatabaee interpreted theses verses in another from. In the following, we present a comparative
examination of their interpretative opinions and reasons about some related verses (Q6: 125):

Referring to this verse, Fakhr Razi considers guidance and deviation exclusively from God and His
creation (Fakhr Razi, 1991).

Allameh Tabatabaee view

In establishing the concept of guidance in this verse, Allameh Tabatabaee divides guidance into two: formative
and legislative. Then he divides legislative guidance into two: showing the way and remitting to desired
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one. In above verse, he considers guidance as remitting to desired one which its background is accepting
guidance as showing the way fulfilled by prophet’s guidance (Tabatabaee, 1992). He considers the meaning
of this verse as the same as the following verse (Q39: 23):

 He says that: the effect of “breast exposition” is heart affection which makes ready the heart for God
praise; heart affection is such guidance which God gives to one he wants. He considers the phrase of

 As a general rule for deviation of those who failed resign themselves to God and worship the Truth
(Tabatabee, 1995). Without referring to Fakhr Razi, Allameh mentioned his argument completely and found
some faults with it: Attributing something to God due to creating its means and elements by Him doesn’t
cause to deny its attribution to other than God; otherwise the general rule of cause and effect becomes
nullified, thus all logic decrees will be removed; so it may be all things, such as guidance and providence,
are really attributed to God and similarly to other than God and there isn’t any contradiction here. Furthermore,
although the statement of “guidance and deviation are just self-desire and self-hatred” isn’t true, this verse
itself doesn’t imply this point, and simply because willing to one action involves desire and hating one
action involves hatred doesn’t cause to say that “breast exposition” means willing and “breast constriction”
means hating, this is a fallacious reasoning. Further, this verse justly implies an action which God does in
the time of guidance and deviation and it doesn’t imply that all guidance and deviation are only from God
(Tabatabaee, 1992) (Q6: 35):

Based on the mentioned verse, Fakhr Razi believes that divine will and providence haven’ been allotted to
guidance of all humans, rather allotted to guidance of some humans and deviation of some others, and occurring
something to which God’s will and providence hasn’t been allotted is impossible (Fakhr Razi, 991).

Dividing divine will in to formative and legislative

To Allameh, God’s will is divided into two: formative and legislative. Qur’an refers to God’s formative
will as talking and order, such as in the following verses (Q36: 82) and (Q16: 40). Allocating of such will
to anything from God equals with its occurrence and fulfillment, but the addresser of God’s legislative will
is human who has free will and maybe violate the aim. So, Allameh says that: “God doesn’t force His
servants to believe Him by His formative providence, rather He allows them to act against it and the
meaning of “permission and allowance” is His servants’ free will and power to do or not do something. Not
only this isn’t opposite of God’s legislative decree for abandoning dualism, but also is the basis for enjoining
the lawful and forbidding the sinful acts (Tabatabaee, 1996). To Allameh, according to the style of these
verses, the meaning of
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refers to God’s formative providence, i.e. God forced them to accept believe in Him if His formative
providence was allotted to their guidance towards faith in God; in this case, their free will was nullified, but
God hasn’t ordered to do such thing (i.e. God’s formative providence has been allotted to optional faith, not
obligatory one) (Tabatabaee, 1996). He considers the verse of

Confirmative of his view and indicative of

(Q6: 39): To interpret this verse, Fakhr Razi says that: our companions argued that guidance and deviation
aren’t from one than God, because when God describes them as being deaf and mute and locating in
darkness, He indeed refers to their blindness (i.e. denying God’s signs is the effect of their deafness and
muteness and their locating in darkness).Arguing that this verse is equally similar to (Q2: 18):

He believes that the phrase of

Clearly implies that guidance and deviation are forming God (FakhrRazi, 1992).

Regarding to  and the previous verse, Allameh Tabatabaee considers

the reason for being deaf and mute and locating in darkness as due to denying God’s signs. He believes that
this is why they were deprived of blessings of hearing, speaking and seeing. The phrase of

 implies that their being deaf and mute and their locating in darkness is a pain

they suffered due to denying God’s signs and the meaning of “whoever God wants his deviation” refers to

those who denied God’s signs. According to , he believed that

based on this contrast, the meaning of putting in the direct way is donating a hearing ear and a speaking
tongue and a seeing eye to them for accepting God’s invitation and seeing the truth, this is a reward for their
un-denying God’s signs. So, God’s providence is allotted to deviation of those who are entitled to deviation
and guidance providence is allotted to those who are entitled to God’s blessing (Fakhr Razi, 1991) (Q11:
34):

To interpret this verse, Fakhr Razi says that: “when God intends to Noah people, Noah’s devices won’t
be effective more; so, Noah says to his people: my devices aren’t effective when God wills to deviate you
and it is completely clear for us.”(Fakhr Razi, 991).

According to the previous verses, particularly verses 27-23 of Hood, and regarding to (Q71: 5):
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And (Q29: 14)

Allameh Tabatabaee believes that the meaning of these verses implies the final notice for Noah people
and clarifying the truth for them, but they didn’t believe in God and sought for one sign forced them to

believe in God. So, God willed to force them by  . He says that: » there

isn’t any force to accept religion, and this above verse is one of the limited verses denies any force in
accepting the religion (Tabatabaee,1996). According to this verse, Allameh Tabatabaee considers the
quarreling and dispute of previous prophet’s enemies as the same as quarreling and dispute of our prophet’s
enemies presented in some verses (Q17: 90 – 93):

And

To Fakhr Razi, faith in God is created by God’s will and any prophet’s attempt to guide people to

believe in God isn’t useful (Fakhr Razi, 1991). Arguing with  
Fakhr Razi says that: “God puts pollution in some people, and such pollution against belief is unbelief, so
this verse implies that belief and unbelief are from God” (Fakhr Razi, 1991).

According to the style of the previous verses 9(Q10: 95-97):

 And considering verses’ semantic relation, Allameh Tabatabaee considers denying God’s signs which
explicitly referred here as the reason for failing believes in God by some people. To him, not only God’s
formative will and providence aren’t allotted to obligatory faith, but also God tells to His prophet: you
shouldn’t expect such thing and also you aren’t allowed to force people to faith in God, because God
wishes that people believe in Him by their free will (Tabatabaee, 1995). That is, this verse says that: » God
could force all people to believe if His pleasure was to do it, but He didn’t wish such that. Allameh Tabatabaee
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considers «  »  (Q10: 99). (Do you force people to believe

in God) as a reason for supporting his view. (Tabatabaee, 1996) (Q16: 36-37):

Referring to , Fakhr Razi considers guidance and
deviation from God and believes that since God’s will is allotted to guidance of some people and deviation
of some other, so there isn’t any way for violating it (Razi, 1991). He presents some verses for supporting
his view, such as:  (Q7: 30) and

 (Q10: 96) and  (Q36: 7). According

to,  , He says that: “ the Prophet’s attempt

to guide people to believe in God Won’t be effective when God’s will is allotted to deviation of these
persons (FakhrRazi, 1991). Separating the primary guidance and other kinds of guidance and regarding to
initial part of the verse (Q16: 36) suggesting the philosophy of Prophet’s mission, Allameh Tabatabaee

considers the meaning of  as a primary guidance which is exclusively from God and

nobody is His partner. He considers the verse   (Q28: 56)
as indicative of this kind of guidance and as confirmative of his view. He thinks that such guidance isn’t
obligatory one; rather it has an optional preliminary suggesting human’s pure nature for accepting guidance
principle (Tabatabee, 1996).

Allameh’s objection to Fakhr Razi’s view

Without referring to Fakhr Razi, Allameh Tabatabaee objects to his view about equality of the possibility of
guidance and deviation for humans and the necessity for choosing each of them by an authority and says:
guidance is an existential matter and deviation is “non-guidance”; the meaning of guidance will be changed
if deviation is an existential matter, because deviation is “not accept guidance” and it won’t be deviation if
it is an existential matter, i.e. deviation makes sense when it is compared with guidance: its meaning is in
fact “ non-guidance” (Tabatabaee, 1996) (Q28: 56):

Regarding to this verses, Fakhr Razi thinks that God allocates guidance and wisdom to some people
and prevents some other from them. He argues that: » God isn’t subjected to question and there isn’t any
question in divine actions« (Fakhr Razi, 1991). But, to Allameh Tabatabaee, the mentioned guidance isn’t
a primary guidance for showing the way, it is the Prophet’s responsibility and there is no sense that God
denies this responsibility from him; rather, here, the meaning of guidance refers to “reaching to the goal”
which is donated as a reward to men of faith and virtue (Tabatabaee, 1996) (Q32: 13):
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Fakhr Razi considers this verse as a response from God to request of those people who are asking for
seeing and hearing power and returning to this world for doing good deeds. Referring to (Q32: 12):

 He says that: » God answers to them: I could guide you when you were in the world if I intended to do
it. So, when I didn’t do such this, my providence wasn’t allotted to you.

Implies my view, i.e. God hasn’t willed “faith” for unbelievers and hasn’t wanted anything than “unbelief”
for them (Fakhr Razi, 1991).

Allameh Tabatabaee believes that this verse explicitly shows the free will. He says: this verse implies
that God’s providence is that the unbeliever should be dressed with guidance by his free will as the same as
the believer chooses faith in God by his free will, without any obligation and compulsion which led to
nullify his duty and the punishment becomes senseless (Tabatabaee 1995) (Q10: 88-89):

To interpret this verse, Fakhr Razi says that: »our companions argue that the highest God deviate the
people and wills to deviate them. To confirm his view, he mentions two arguments: Firstly, he considers the

letter  in the verb  as a letter for explaining the causes and he believes that God has

caused to Pharaoh’s deviation by giving wealth to him and secondly, God accepted Mosses’ request,

  (Fakhr Razi, 1991).

Allameh Tabatabaee objects to those consider the mentioned «áÇã» as a letter for explaining the causes
and argues that God doesn’t send his prophet to deviate people and He Himself doesn’t will people’s
deviation and doesn’t give wealth to them for deviating them. He says: »This view is right when the meaning
of deviation refers to the primary deviation; but when it is for punishment- as in this case-, it isn’t impossible
for God and is mentioned in many verses of Qur’an. To him, since Pharaoh and his people insisted on
exciting sedition and doing sinful acts, God, as a punishment, deviated them by giving wealth to them«
(Tabatabaee, 1996).

CONCLUSION

Regarding to the mentioned arguments, it can be said that the differences between interpretative opinions
and reasons of Fakhr Razi and Allameh Tabatabaee are related to their discourse principles in semantics
and explaining God’s attributes. As other Asharis, Fakhr Razi believes that God’s will and providence are
allotted to all created things in the world and guidance and deviation aren’t excepted from this general rule,
while Allameh Tabatabaee argues that God’s will and providence are allotted to create each act, such as
human’s act with all its limitations and characteristics, he believes: Fatalistic views about the related verses
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are resulted from being confused God’s formative and legislative will. Differences between their interpretative
methods led to make differences in their understanding about the verses and differences in their interpretative
opinions, such as: focusing on the form of verses and considering the role of the verses’ style and the
relation of each verse with other verses after and before it, considering or not considering the semantics
between the verses, continuity or discontinuity of verses’ goal, connection or disconnection of the strong
and similar verses and the role of strong verses in interpreting the similar verses. On the other hand,
disagreement of Fakhr Razi and Allameh Tabatabaee in Quran linguistics led to make differences in their
interpretative opinions about the verses related to guidance, deviation and God’s will and providence.

Giving humans’ conventional meanings to the divine attributes, Fakhr Razi considers God’s attributes
equal with human’s attributes, while Allameh Tabatabaee considers these meanings with some limitations
and aren’t entitled to God’s unlimited existences, human should remove these limitations from his mind
and attribute the highest rank to God. Allameh Tabatabaee and Fakhr Razi’s disagreement in some discourse
and logical principle led to make differences in their interpretative opinions about the verses related to
guidance and deviation and their relation with God’s will and providence: denying God’s purpose in actions
and un-believing in logic goodness and badness, Fakhr Razi considers humans’ guidance and deviation as
a fatalistic and unchangeable matter, while Allameh Tabatabaee believes in God’s purpose in actions and
logic goodness and badness, and argues that accepting Fakhr Razi’s view requires to uselessness of prophets’
mission and all divine decrees and requires to nonexistence of any logic principle organizing the social life.
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